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Abstract. In this paper we study the system (1.1), (1.3), which describes the
stationary motion of a given amount of a compressible heat conducting, viscous
fluid in a bounded domain Ω of Rn, n^2. Here u(x) is the velocity field, p(x) is the
density of the fluid, ζ(x) is the absolute temperature,/(x) and h(x) are the assigned
external force field and heat sources per unit mass, and p(pt ζ) is the pressure. In
the physically significant case one has g = 0. We prove that for small data (/, g, h)
there exists a unique solution (u, p, ζ) of problem (1.1), (1.3)1? in a neighborhood of
(0,m, ζ0); for arbitrarily large data the stationary solution does not exist in
general (see Sect. 5). Moreover, we prove that (for barotropic flows) the
stationary solution of the Navier-Stokes equations (1.8) is the incompressible
limit of the stationary solutions of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations
(1.7), as the Mach number becomes small. Finally, in Sect. 5 we will study the
equilibrium solutions for system (4.1). For a more detailed explanation see the
introduction.

1. Introduction

In this paper we study the system

' - μΔ u - vV div u + Vp(p, ζ) = p[f- (u V)w],

div (pu) = g,

- χΔζ + cvpwVζ + ζp'ζ(ρ,ζ) div u = ph + ψ{u,u), in Ω,

fcM|Γ = <U | Γ =Co, (1.1)

in a bounded open domain Ω'm Rn, for arbitrarily large n ^ 2. It is assumed that Ω
lies (locally) on one side of its boundary Γ, a C 2 manifold. Here,

φ(u,u) = χ0 Σ (Pi + P-)2+Xi(divu)2, (1.2)


